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is heaped into dunes^while the clay is scoured by the wind into fantastic
pillars and taSles.
If the mountains furnish water enough the lowest part of each plain
contains Cither a salt lake, or ajjdr^ lake/' known asjLpkya. SuctTa lake
at "most times 'presents the appearance of an absolutely flat expanse of
smooth clay, but after one of the occasional rains it is transformed into
a lake in which the water may be only a few inches deep.
In the well-populated parts of the world vegetation is so abundant
that it hides the soil; in deserts the vegetation is so scanty that the traveler
of the roc£"ahd soil. What little vegetation he
sees, however, is peculiarly interesting, as we saw in Chapter XVII, be-
cause of the strange forms which it has acquired in its attempt to meet
the conditions of drought.
Sandy Deserts. Although sandy deserts do not occupy any_larger
area than those of bare rock, gravel, and clay, they present the most
unusual appearance, largely because of the presence. of dunes of every
size. That is why the most familiar pictures of deserts show sandy
dunes. In the Takla Makan Desert of western China millions of sand
dunes of many tSEes of yellow, brown, and pink look like the waves of
a huge dry sea 600 miles long. Only the boldest explorers dare launch
their caravans on such a waterless sea. The wind piles the dunes, up
to a height of 500 feet and thus causes them to be an almost impjasgablc
barrier. Even wrieg the <junes are small the feet of men and animals
^m£ into the unstable sand and slip and slide so that progress is extremely
slow. ^Qften it is impossible to climb the steep leeward slope of a dune,
although the gentler windward slope may be comparatively easy. When
violent winds blow the sharp sand with cutting force into the traveler's
face there is nothing to do but turn one's back to the wind and try to
escape suffocation. The^camcl has become so well adapted to this condi-
tion of desert life that heiTable to close his nostrils and open them only
at long intervals for a quick breath.
How Lo&x Is Formed and Used. Wten the wind blows over the
desert it not only heaps the particles o£ sand into dunes, but carries
away the finer dust and deposits it in the form of loess. From the
Takla Makan and Gobi deserts the dust is sometimes blown in such
quantities that 60 or 100 miles to the southeast it makes the air so hazy
that the sun is hidden even at noon. Beyond the limits of the deserts
it falls as a fine yellow powder. It even sifts into the tightly closed
houses and makes it difficult to write by coating the paper and clogging
the pen. In northwestern China this desert dust has accumulated in
some places to a depth ot scores or hundreds of feet over an area larger
than France. It is very fertile if it is well supplicdwith_water. Where

